Marins Bali.

location to enjoy signature treatments available at our Thermes spa at AYANA, there are six rooftop spa suites at RIMBA. Offering amidst the stunning Jimbaran coastline. In addition to the main exclusive Spa on the Rocks twin villas are anchored on dramatic rocks with over 60 jets to hydromassage every inch of your body. The modern European seawater healing treatments. Unique well-being extensive combination of ancient Eastern healing therapies and well-being center is a destination unto itself, offering the most Thermes Marins thalassotherapy spa in south-east Asia. This iconic Step into a world of tranquility at our award-winning spa, the only

UL TIMA TE PAMPERING

France

Thailand

Interior Designer: P49 Deesign Woodhead, Goo (W A TG)
Architect: Wimberly, Allison, Tong and (153,980,000 gallons)
Capacity of Aquatonic® Pool : 700,000,000 liters of 1.3 meters
RIMBA : 471 square meters (236,000 square feet)
AYANA : 22,000 square meters

FAST FACTS

Size of Spa Complex

ANASA

22,000 square meters
(2.36 million square feet)
RIMBA

471 square meters
(5,060 square feet)
Size of Aquatonic® Pool

ANASA

1,380 square meters, with a depth of 1.3 meters
RIMBA

78,000,000 liters
(153,980,000 gallons)
Architect

WOOD Architects, Tong and Co (W A TG)
Interior Designer

P49 Design Woodhead, Thailand
Thalassos Consultant

Thermes Marine, St. Male.

WEDDINGS

Privately positioned to take advantage of Bali’s Grand select...
ACCOMMODATION

Managed under Capella Hotel Group, AYANA offers 5 swimming textiles and beautiful artworks crafted in villages around the island. Each of the 290 renovated rooms and suites features chic, modern decor with traditional touches evident in intricately carved furniture, textiles and beautiful artwork, coupled with gardens around the villa.

AYANA Club-Level Rooms & Suites 48
AYANA Guest Rooms 229

ACCOMMODATION

AYANA Ocean Villas (one and two-bedroom) 39
AYANA Cliff Villas (one-bedroom) 5
AYANA Villa (three-bedroom) 1

DINING AT AYANA

2. Damar Terrace – Relaxed dining, all day.
5. Spa Café – Delicate Asian, walking lounge.
6. Romantic Dinner Experiences – Various ocean front settings, table set for personal chef and live music, as needed. Enjoy the highlighted service at Le Pecher Diner on The Pier. Just one check, choice of candle, live music, private Guardian umbrella, one course per person.
7. ‘Warung Kubu’ - a casual ‘warung’ for light meal with panoramic sea and sunset views.

RIMBA Jimbaran Bar Rooms 73
RIMBA Premium View Rooms 19
RIMBA Pool Access Rooms & Suites 10
RIMBA Jimbaran Bar Suites 10
RIMBA Premium View Suites 22

DINING AT RIMBA

1. Trixy – Global fusion food, buffet breakfast and all-day dining.
2. All Sky Alcove Seated Restaurant – Authentic Caribbean.
3. UNIQUE Bed and Breakfast – Mediterranean and intimate cocktails.
4. Sun-up Bar – Light refreshments.
6. Delight – Al fresco rap, live music.
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